TRO NO. 02 /2019

Sub : Police Estt-Promotion and posting of AR HCs (closed AR) as RASIs(Closed AR)-Orders issued.

2. TRO No 01/2019 dated 01.01.2019
3. GO (P) No.268/2010/Home dated 10.12.10
4. PHQ Order No.L/5/140894/15 PHQ dated 30.08.15
5. PHQ circular No.01/11 dated 01.01.11

The range wise Supplementary select list of ARHCS (Closed AR) fit for promotion as ARASIs (Closed AR) for the year 2017 for the vacancies of 2017, is got approved from PHQ vide reference 1st cited and published from this office vide reference 2nd cited.

In pursuance of GO cited 3rd and PHQ circular cited 4th, it is stated that all transfers and promotions in the AR and GE cadres brought into effect from 01.04.2010 FN will be deemed to have been made subject to the conditions imposed in the Local-AR integration by calculating Expected Date of Promotion (EDP) as on 01.04.10 FN. The date may be calculated on the basis of existing vacancy, but any post on higher rank vacated by those of the AR cadre who opt for serving in the KCP have not been reckoned as vacancies in closed AR for promotion.

In the wake of above facts, the ARHCS (Closed AR) who are included in the Supplementary select list of ARHCS fit for promotion as ARASIs of Police (Closed AR) are provisionally promoted as ARASIs of Police in the Scale of pay of Rs.30700-65400 subject to the condition that the publishing of this TRO is fully subject to the disposal of cases/writ petitions/OA if any pending in Courts/KAT and Government directions. This order will be reviewed and revised, if necessary, in accordance with any judgement, directions or order from Court/Higher Authorities if any. They are allowed to continue in their units in which they are presently working. They will be on probation for a period of one year on duty within a continuous period of 2 years of service. The units heads concerned will ensure that the promotions will not be given effect to those who are under suspension and those who are retired from service prior to the vacancies occurred. The unit heads will report such cases to this office forthwith.
The unit heads concerned are directed to effect necessary entries in the Service Books of the incumbents and relevant records; and report compliance.

Sd/- 01/01/2019
Inspector General of Police,
Thiruvananthapuram Range

To
The individuals through unit heads concerned for information

Copy to: The District Police Chief, Tvm City/Tvpm. Rural/ Kollam City/ Kollam Rural/PTA for necessary action.

Copy to: The SPC, Kerala for favour of information (with C/L)
Copy to: The ADGP, South Zone, Tvm for favour of information (with C/L)
Copy to: The Superintendents of Police, SBCID (Admin)/Tvm Range/
       CBCID (HQ)/SCRB, Tvm/ Principal PTC/ for necessary action
Copy to: The DCP, SPSTS, Tvm for information
Copy to: AA/JS/HC for information
Copy to: A4/A5 for further follow up action
Copy to: CA to IGP TR for information
Copy to: TRO Register/ Stock file.

// Approved for issue //

[Signature]

Administrative Assistant

[Date: 4/11/19]